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ABSTRACT 
An effective model-based machine vision system is designed for use in practical 
production lines. In the proposed system, the gray level comer is selected as a local 
feature, and a gray level comer detector is developed. The gray level comer detection 
problem is formulated as a pattern classification problem to determine whether a pixel 
belongs to the class of comers or not. The probability density function is estimated by 
means of fuzzy logic. A comer matching method is developed to minimize the amount 
of calculation. All available information obtained from the gray level comer detector is 
used to make the model From a fuzzy inference procedure, a matched segment list is 
extracted, and the resulted segment list is used to calculate the transformations between 
the model object and each object in the scene. In order to reduce the fuzzy rule set, a 
notion of overlapping cost is introduced. To show the effectiveness of the developed 
algorithm, simulations are conducted for synthetic images, and an experiment is
conducted on an image of a real industrial component. © 1997 Elsevier Science Inc. 
KEYWORDS:  gray level corner, fuz~ logic pattern classification, corner 
matching, hypothesis and verify 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In robotic applications, a key role of the industrial vision system is to 
identify and locate relevant objects for the robots involved. In a typical 
industrial scene, the objects may be intermixed and/or  partially occluded. 
To handle such a complicated scene, a segmentation procedure is often 
required to divide an image into the region of objects and the region of 
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background, but this procedure is often error-prone and time-consuming. 
In most machine vision applications, this segmentation procedure is facili- 
tated by arranging the environment in such a way that the background is
uniform and is contrasted with respect to the objects. Then a simple 
thresholding technique is introduced to complete the segmentation. But in 
typical production lines there are uncertainties due to changing illumina- 
tion, nonuniform background, and shadow, and also it is sometimes costly 
to arrange the environment. Thus, a robust machine vision system is 
needed for locating objects in an uncertain environment. 
There have been many investigations into solving the location problem of 
occluded objects. The location problem can be handled in two stages: the 
first is local feature extraction, and the second is local feature matching. 
Local features uch as comers, protrusions, holes, lines, and curves can be 
used in recognizing and identifying objects even in the presence of occlu- 
sion. The methods of extracting the local features are divided into two 
categories: binary level feature extraction and gray level feature extraction. 
The binary level feature extraction methods, such as polygonal approxima- 
tion [1], require a segmentation procedure. On the other hand, the gray 
level feature extraction methods, such as gray level comer detection 
techniques [2-4], can extract features directly from a gray image with no 
segmentation procedure. 
After extracting local features, matching between local features in a 
scene and local features in a model is necessary. Many matching algo- 
rithms have been developed to reduce the amount of calculation, which 
increases explosively as the number of local features increases. Neural 
networks [5], relaxation algorithms [6], the Hough transform [7], the 
maximal-clique-finding method [16], and hypothesis-and-verify methods [8, 
9] are used to solve the matching problem. However, it is difficult to apply 
these methods in industrial applications, since they still require large 
computations. 
In this paper, an effective method to solve the location problem for 
occluded objects will be developed. A gray level corner detection method is 
proposed which can utilize knowledge about corners to detect hem. And a 
matching method is developed to minimize the amount of calculation. To 
handle the uncertainties of feature values, fuzzy logic is adopted to 
construct he fuzzy rule bases which contain the knowledge about model 
object. The overall design is focused on the development of a model-based 
machine vision system which can be used effectively in various industrial 
applications such as locating components o be assembled in a production 
line. 
The paper is organized as follows. An algorithm for gray level comer 
detection and one for corner matching are described in Section 2. Simula- 
tion and experimental results are described in Section 3. The conclusion 
follows in Section 4. 
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2. DESIGN OF A MODEL-BASED MACHINE VISION SYSTEM 
2.1. Gray Level Corner Detection 
A corner is associated with two conditions: the occurrence of two 
consecutive dges, and some significant change in the edge directions. 
Thus, the measure of comerity can be expressed as a function of the edge 
strength and the gradient of edge direction. Therefore, the input feature 
vector X = (xl, x 2) is constructed with the component x 1 being the edge 
strength and x 2 being the gradient of edge direction. To reject the 
spurious edge direction information due to noise, the gradient of edge 
direction is cut off when the edge strength is very weak. The patterns of 
feature vectors X are divided into a corner class denoted by c o and a 
noncorner class denoted by c v Thus, if certain information about the 
corners to detect is available, the corner detection problem can be cast 
into a pattern classification problem. 
Let us consider the Bayes classifier [10] that minimizes the total average 
loss as follows: 
I f  Lo lP(X[co)P(c  o) > L loP(S lcOP(c l ) ,  
then X belongs to the class c o. 
Here Lij is the loss incurred from the decision that X belongs to cj when 
it actually belongs to ci, and P(XI ci) is the conditional probability density 
function. Because there is no relationship between the selected features 
and noncorner class, P(XIc 0 is assumed to be some constant. Also, L01, 
Llo, P(c~), and P(c o) are constants. Then the above statement can be 
rewritten as follows: 
I re (x [  c o) > {Llo/Lol J{P(Cl) /e(co)}P(X I c1) = T, 
then X belongs to the class c o. 
Here T may be interpreted as a threshold level. 
Thus, the corner detection problem can be formulated as an estimation 
problem for P(XI Co). In estimating the probability density function, fuzzy 
logic will be used in the paper. Some justifications are as follows: First, the 
fuzzy inference procedure possesses a good interpolation capability as well 
as a good approximation capability [11]. Second, fuzzy logic can handle 
uncertainties of the feature vector due to discretization and noise [12]. 
And third, it is easy to implement in a parallel hardware. 
Suppose that rn pattern s Xp = (xlp, X2p), p = 1, 2 . . . . .  m, are given as 
the training, data set and these pattems belong to c 0. Our problem is to 
estimate the conditional probability density P(X[  c o) from these data by 
using the fuzzy logic. As input membership functions, the second order 
B-spline functions form [13] is used because of its simplicity. I~t the 
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universe of discourse be [0, L], and further let each axis of the feature 
vector space be partitioned into K fuzzy sets {A l, Az, . . . ,  At}, where A i 
is defined by the following membership function /xi(x): 
0 if i = 0, 
L 
h i= ~- - ] - ( i -  1) if 1 < i<K,  (1) 
L if i=K+ 1, 
N/ I (x )  = 1 i f  h i _~x  _~ h i+ l ,  (2) 
0 otherwise, 
X --  Ai_ 1 Ai+ 1 - -X  NiZ(x) N/1_ l(X) + N/l(x), (3) 
/~i --  "~i-1 /~i+l -- /~i 
tzi(x) = N/2(x). (4) 
Figure 1 shows the input membership functions. 
To get the output of a multivariate membership function, the output of 
each univariate membership function is calculated, and then combined by 
using the product operator: 
I z i j (X)  = ],.Li(X1)I.Lj(X2). (5 )  
0 
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Figure 1. Input membership function. 
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As a fuzzy rule for estimating the probability density function, the follow- 
ing rule is used: 
I f  x I is A i and x 2 is Aj, 
then X belongs to the comer class c o with weight wij. 
As a method to get the weight wzj from the given patterns Xp = (xlp, X2p), 
p = 1, 2 . . . . .  m, a basic nonparametric estimation method [10] is used. Let 
the area enclosed by a region R be denoted as V. Then, consider first the 
probability P of vector X falling in the region R. When the region R is so 
small that P does not vary much within it, then 
e = fp (X ' )  dX' ~- p (X)V .  (6) 
The probability that k out of m samples drawn independently fall into R 
can be estimated by k /m.  Thus, 
k 
P = - -  (7)  
m 
Combining (6) and (7), p(X)  can be estimated by the following equation 
[10] :  
k /m 
p(X) = - -  (8) 
V 
From the above argument, wo. can be determined by the following equa- 
tion: 
kij 
(9 )  Wij - -  mVij '
where m is the number of patterns, and kij is the number of patterns in 
which x 1 is the support of Ai, and x 2 is in the support of Aj. Vq is the 
area of the support of Aiy. 
The fuzzy inference procedure in [13] is employed to compute the 
estimated output y as follows: 
~_.K ~__.K i-1 j-1 /dLi(Xl)l£j(X2)Wij 
Y = EKi=I ~.Kj=I I~i(Xl)~j(X2) 
(10) 
Since the B-spline functions atisfy the relationship 
K K 
E E I£i(Xl)[bj(X2) = 1, 
i=l j=l 
(11) 
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Equation (10) can be rewritten as follows: 
K K 
y = ~. ~., tz i (x l )~j (x2)w u. 
i=1 j=l 
(12) 
It is noted also that the number of fired rules is always 4, and hence the 
fuzzy inference procedure can be implemented in parallel hardware at low 
cost. Figure 2 shows the structure of the developed probability density 
function estimator. 
2.2. Corner Matching Algorithm 
To recognize and locate objects, a matching procedure should be fol- 
lowed after a local feature extraction. In the previous ection, it was shown 
that the gray level comers can be selected as local features, and these 
comers can be localized to corner points. These comers usually contain 
enough information to recognize and local objects. The model objects also 
have comer points, and by matching these points in the model with comer 
points in a scene, it is possible to recognize and local objects. 
Matching a template of points in a model with the points in a real image 
is a difficult task, since there can be many exceptional cases to consider 
[16]. The first is the case when there are too many feature points in the 
scene because of multiple instances of the chosen types of the objects in 
the image. Secondly, additional points may be present because of noise or 
clutter from irrelevant objects and structure in the background. The third 
case is when certain points that should be present are missing because of 
pt(x,) 
select i, 
~'i~" X, < ~'i+1 
c ..Z. 
Comparator ; ~ / ~ .~/ /Wt+, ' .  +1 
select j, 
;kl~ x=< ;kj÷l ~ 
Figure 2. Structure of probability density function estimator. 
~Y 
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noise or occlusion, or because of defects in the objects being sought. And 
finally, feature values from corner detectors may have uncertainties a soci- 
ated with their numerical properties. In designing the matching procedure, 
the above cases should be taken into account. 
Many matching algorithms have been developed to reduce the amount 
of calculation because the amount of calculation increases explosively with 
an increase of local features. The maximal-clique-finding al orithm [16] is 
a mathematical method to solve the point matching problem. An associa- 
tion graph is introduced to solve this problem systematically. The associa- 
tion graph is made of the nodes which represent feature assignments, and 
arcs joining nodes which represent pairwise compatibilities between assign- 
ments. By finding a maximal clique of the association graph, the matching 
problem can be solved. But the problem of finding a maximal clique is not 
simple; indeed, it is NP-complete [16]. 
The graph matching process can be formulated as an optimization 
problem [17]. An energy function may be devised so that this function 
represents he constraints hat the nodes in the two graphs have to satisfy 
in order to find the best match. A 2-D binary Hopfield neural network [5] 
or a relaxation algorithm [6] can be used to minimize the energy function. 
But because these methods need iterative operations, there must be 
considerations about convergence, and they may take a long time. 
Another approach is the hypothesis-and-verify method [8, 9]. By using 
privileged features and a similarity measure, a hypothesis can be gener- 
ated. By calculating match confidence, the hypothesis can be verified. The 
hypothesis-and-verify method can reduce the amount of calculation re- 
markably. But the hypothesis generation scheme is complex, and false 
hypothesis may cause the system to spend a long time in verification. 
In this paper, an effective corner-matching algorithm is proposed by 
using all the information available from gray level corner detectors and 
fuzzy logic to accommodate he uncertainties of features. Improbable 
situations can be eliminated in an early stage if all available information 
such as position of comer, angle of corner, and angle change of corner is 
utilized. 
A segment consists of two comers. Let the corner points of the model 
object be given by a set {MC1, MC2,.. . ,  MCp}, where p is the number of 
corners in the model object. The information on a corner MCi is given by 
a vector (xi ,  Yi, oti, doti) , where x i and Yi are the coordinates of the 
position of a comer, a i is the angle at the comer, and d a i is the angle 
change at the comer. From two corners, ME i and MC i, a feature vector of 
a segment MSg connecting these comers can be calculated. The feature 
vector of a segment MS k is represented as (l~, dak, dbk, dc~), where I k is 
the length of the segment, da k and db k are the two angle changes at the 
two corners, and dc k is angle difference between the two comers as shown 
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in Figure 3. The features of the segment can be calculated as follows: 
I k = ~]/(X i -- Xy) 2 d- (Yi -- yy)2, (13) 
da k = da i ,  (14) 
db k = da j ,  (15) 
dc k = ]a i - ajl. (16) 
By connecting all the comer points of the model object, a model segment 
set {MS1,MS 2 . . . .  ,MSp} is obtained as shown in Figure 3(a), where 
P = p(p  - 1)/2. To represent he model object, the feature vectors of 
model segments are used. But these feature vectors have uncertainties due 
to discretization oise, geometric distortion, and feature calculation error. 
To accommodate these uncertainties, the fuzzy logic is adopted to repre- 
sent these feature vectors. The feature vector of segment MS i can be 
represented as (L i ,  DA i ,  DB i, DCi) ,  where Zi,  DA i ,  DB i and DC~ are 
fuzzy numbers, which are defined by the triangular membership functions 
ixLi(l), ixoA,(da), /zDB,(db) and tZDc(dc) as shown in Figure 4. By using 
(a) 
(b) 
Figure 3. The features of segment: (a) all possible segments of the model, (b) the 
features of a segment. 
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Li (I) ~ DA i (da) I "1" DB i (db) P" DC i (dc )  
, ~1  "= da  , 
l i dai dbi dci 
Figure 4. The membership functions to represent the features. 
these feature vectors, the model object can be represented as P fuzzy rules 
as follows: 
If the length is Li, and the two angle changes are either DA i or DBi, and the 
angle difference is DCi, 
then the segment is MS/, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  P. 
So the model object can be represented by assigning these fuzzy rules to 
all model segments. 
By using the model represented by the fuzzy rules, matching segments 
can be extracted. A matched segment pair is made up of a model segment 
and a scene matching with the model segment. After gray level comer 
detection, corners of a scene are obtained as a set {SC 1, SC 2 . . . . .  SCq}, 
where q is the number of corner points in the scene. From this scene 
comer set, a scene segment list {SSI, SS2 . . . . .  SSQ} can be obtained, where 
Q = q(q - 1)/2. From a scene segment SSj, a segment feature vector, 
represented as (lj, daj, dbj, dc), can be calculated with the same calculat- 
ing procedure as for the model segment feature vector. After some fuzzy 
inference routine is executed for each segment feature vector, a matching 
degree between a model segment and a scene segment can be calculated. 
To calculate the matching degree between the model segment MS/and the 
scene segment SSj, the following equation is used [15]: 
/.tMs,(SS j) = min{ ttL,(lj),max(gtDA,(daj),tZDB,(dbj)),l.tDc,(dcj) ). (17) 
Here, /ZMs,(SS ) represents the matching degree between the model seg- 
ment MSi and the scene segment SS/. This fuzzy inferencing procedure is 
summarized in Figure 5. After calculating all the matching degrees be- 
tween the model segments and the scene segments, a matched segment list 
(MSL) is obtained by thresholding with some threshold T: 
MSL = {(SSj, iS i )  1 _< j < Q, 1 < i < P,/£Msi(SSj) >_~ T}. (18) 
In an ideal case of one object, the number of matched segments is P, but 
this case is rare because a scene segment can be interpreted as multiple 
segments of the model. Also, there may be multiple instances of the model 
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Rule1 
Rule2 
RuleP 
L1 
A 
T 
l LP A 
Length 
DA1 DB1 
/ i / l _  
angle 
change 
v 
Length 
k 
Length 
DC2 
DC1 
A 
angle 
difference 
angle angle 
change difference 
DBP DCP 
angle angle 
change difference 
(a) 
MS1 MS2 ..... MSP 
model 
segments 
MS1 MS2 ..... MSP 
model 
segments 
l I_ 
F 
MS1 MS2 ..... MSP  
model 
segments 
Length 
l matching Tt 1 degree 
I " I 
MS1 MS2 ..... MSP 
angle angle model 
change difference segments 
(b) 
Figure 5. Fuzzy inference procedure to extract matched segment list: (a) fuzzy 
rules representing model segments, (b) feature values of a scene segment and the 
resulting matching degree. 
object in a scene. To divide the matched segment list into the matched 
segments of each object, some grouping technique is necessary. From 
extracted matched segment list, transformation parameters made up of 
rotation and translation between a scene segment and the matched seg- 
ment can be calculated [5]. Because the segments of an object have similar 
parameter values, a single pass clustering technique [14] in the trans- 
formed parameter space can group the segments of each object. A cluster- 
ing procedure then renders the position and orientation of each object [5]. 
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2.3. Selection of Privileged Segments 
In general, all the model segments are used to represent a model. 
Because this set of model segments can be too big to extract a matched 
segment list in a short time, a reduction of the set of model segments i  
often needed. Moreover, when the number of rules is large, the case that a 
scene segment is interpreted as multiple segments of the model often 
occurs. These multiple matched segments may confuse the grouping proce- 
dure. So reducing the number of rules is important in shortening the time 
for matching. 
The privileged segments are the segments selected so as to represent the 
model [8], and coded as the rules. But there is no structured method to 
select the privileged segments. In this paper, a cost is introduced to select 
the privileged segments. In this paper, a cost is introduced to reduce the 
likelihood that a scene segment is interpreted as multiple segments of the 
model. If there is no overlapping between a model segment and the other 
model segments, then a scene segment corresponding to the model seg- 
ment cannot be interpreted as multiple segments of the model. So, if 
model segments that do not overlap with other model segments are 
selected as the privileged segments, it is possible to reduce the length of 
the matched segment list. 
The overlapping cost is the extent to which a model segment and the 
other model segments overlap. To calculate the overlapping cost, a possi- 
bility measure [15] is used. The possibility of A with respect to B, 
II(A IB), is defined [15] as 
I I(A [B) = max{min(A(x), B(x))}. (19) 
x 
The possibility measure of A with respect o B reflects the extent o which 
A and B coincide or overlap. The overlapping cost of model segment MS~, 
OVC(MSj), can be calculated by the following equation: 
OVC(MSi) = ~ [[I(L iILj)II(DC,IDCj) 
l< i<P  
× max{II(DA i I DAj), H(DB i [ DBj)}]. (20) 
By selecting the privileged segments as model segments having low values 
of the overlapping cost, it is possible to reduce the time for matching. 
3. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
To test the effectiveness of the developed gray level coruer-detecting 
algorithm, a simulation is first conducted. Figure 6(a) shows a synthetic 
image which contains a nonuniform background and two objects. The 
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(b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 6. The corner detection example with synthetic image: (a) original image, 
(b) image of edge strength, (c) image of angle change, (d) corner image using the 
proposed corner detector. 
contrast of the synthetic image is reduced progressively from top to 
bottom. The image is then smoothed by convolution with a gaussian oise 
(o-= 0.5) to simulate the blurring introduced by the imaging system. 
Figure 6(d) shows that only the comers of objects can be detected. 
Secondly, to test the effectiveness of the developed corner-matching 
algorithm, two simulations have been conducted. First, a simulation was 
conducted to test the possibility of reducing the matched segment list by 
using information on the segment feature vector. In the case of using only 
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the information on the segment length, the number of matched segments 
is 69. In case of using all available information such as length, change of 
angle, and difference of angle, the number of matched segments i 27. This 
shows that more information can result in a smaller matched segment list. 
Second, a simulation was conducted to test the effectiveness of the 
overlapping cost. Figure 7(a) shows the model segment list made up of 
boundary segments, and Figure 7(c) shows the resulted matched segment 
list. The number of matched segments i 33. Figure 7(b) shows the model 
segment list made by using the overlapping cost, and Figure 7(d) shows the 
resulting matched segment list. The number of matched segments is 27. 
This shows that the model segment list made by using the overlapping cost 
can reduce the matched segment list less than the one made up of 
boundary segments. 
To test the effectiveness of the developed comer-matching algorithm, an 
experiment was conducted. Figure 8 shows the result of the experiment. 
Figure 8(a) shows eight model segments which are extracted from the 
model object by using the overlapping cost. Figure 8(b) shows information 
on corners extracted by using the gray level comer detector and a localiza- 
tion procedure. As shown there, comers of scene objects have a lot of 
uncertainties due to discretization oise and shadow. The recognized 
results are represented by arrows on the scene image. Figure 8(c) and (d) 
show that the developed corner matching algorithm works well in the 
presence of partial occlusion and shadow. Also Figure 8(e) and (f) show 
that the algorithm works well even in the presence of nonuniform back- 
ground. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It is shown in this paper that, in certain cases, the comer detection 
problem can be reformulated as a pattern classification problem, and a 
simple pattern classifier is developed for real-time gray level comer detec- 
tion. By training the pattern classifier with the data on the comer class, a 
fuzzy rule base for gray level comer detection is obtained. The weights of 
the rules can be modified by new training data in a simple one-pass 
operation. 
To reduce the matched segment list effectively, it is shown that all the 
available information on a segment can be used to represent its feature 
vector. Also, the concept of an overlapping cost is introduced. Some 
simulation results show that the resulting matched segment list is small 
when all the available information on segments and the notion of overlap- 
ping cost are used. Using the resulting matched segment list, the position 
and orientation of each object can be calculated effectively. By adjusting 
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(~) (b) 
(~) (d) 
(e) ff) 
Figure 7. The result of corner matching with synthetic image: (a) model segment 
list made up of boundary segments; (b) model segment list using overlapping cost; 
(c) the resulting matched segment list using (a); (d) the resulting matched segment 
list using (b); (e) matched segments after transformation a d clustering; (f) calcu- 
lated position and orientation. 
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(a) (b) 
(c) 
(e) (f) 
Figure 8. Recognition results using the developed algorithm: (a) model segments; 
(b) detected corners; (c)-(f) recognition results. 
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the input membership functions of the fuzzy rule base, the amounts of 
uncertainties in feature values can be incorporated into the developed 
vision system. 
This corner matching procedure can be easily extended to matching of 
other local features uch as holes and curves. It is remarked that, because 
it is difficult to know the amounts of uncertainties, an automatic tuning 
algorithm of the fuzzy rule base needs to be studied. The developed 
algorithm is expected to be useful for real applications uch as locating 
components o be assembled in production lines. 
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